
Ohio Department of Transportation - Prebid Questions

Project No.  100464 Sale Date - 8/12/2010

CUY-82794 - VA-LAKEWOOD SIGNALS-PHASE 2

On intersection corners where plan work has to be performed that is virtually impossible to do that work and not remove more 

sidewalk/curb ramps then the plan quantity at that location calls for, how are we to be compensated for this work?

Question Submitted: 8/9/2010 3:11:19 PM

The plan quantities have been reviewed and it is the Districts opinion the plan quantities are adequate to perform the necessary 

work.  Please bid as per plan.

Signal Supports and pedestals (bid reference # 54 through #71)are either As Per Plan type A or As Per Plan Type B.  However these items 

are not set up as alternates in the proposal?  It appears that only one or the other type will be provided. Will these items be evaluated as 

alternates or are both going to be needed?

Question Submitted: 8/9/2010 10:26:22 AM

 The pay items are set up this way due to 3 funding sources on the project.  As Per Plan Type A is for the generic pole and Type B is 

for the decorative pole.  The Earmark funding shown in the general summary will pay for the difference between Type A and Type B, 

the federal funds will pay for the generic pole.  The intent is to provide decorative poles with federal funds paying the base cost and 

the earmark funds to make up the difference for the decorative poles.

Pedestal 8'Transformer base as per plan A- this says that these are to be painted and primed as described in item 632- signal support, 

however, this specification does not reference painting or priming.

Question Submitted: 8/4/2010 9:00:14 AM

The plan note reads "In addition to the requirements of Item 632 and 732, pedestals and bases shall be painted and primed as 

described in Item 632 - Signal Support, Type TC-81.21, as per plan A", which is referring to the plan note directly above the plan note 

in question. That note describes in detail what is required for the priming and painting.

There are no dimensions for all of the signs that will require items #0022 and #0023 "sign hanger assembly" so we cannot determine which 

sign hanger assembly to bid- we need to know the sizes of the signs.

Question Submitted: 8/3/2010 3:54:36 PM

The sign dimensions are located on sheets 43G/44 through 43I/44.

Project No.  100466 Sale Date - 8/12/2010

DEL-86774 - VA-OLENTANGY LOW HEAD DAM

When will the EBS file be available for downloading?  Thank you.

Question Submitted: 7/21/2010 8:45:06 AM

The EBS is now available for download
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*** DISCLAIMER - Prebid questions and answers provided are for informational purposes only and are not part of the Bid Documents.  If a question warrants a clarification, the Department will issue an 

addendum addressing the request.


